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	To strengthen the existence about CLT at KMI Gontor, the following activities has supported as CLT that carried out by KMI Gontor. In particular, CLT in the context of Pondok Gontor is not explicitly defined as CLT. But the application of using langua...
	1.1 Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) In Pondok Gontor
	The five teachers interviewed for this study were alumni of Pondok Gontor. Who also taught in the same place. They taught teaching methods according to what has been carried out continuously so far, which is adapted to the current development conditio...
	“...Still in my mind when I was a student at Gontor, I took part in the Tasyji'ul Lughoh (language motivation) activities. This activity was carried out in order to improve the quality of the student language, especially the new student in grade 1 and...
	Similar arguments with subject 2 about Tasyji'ul Lughoh, the activity can help students to improve their English-language. It statement also stated by Subject 3 in the other interview, As follow;
	1.1.1 The Teacher's Soul is more important than the Teaching Method
	1.1.2 Character Building at KMI Gontor
	1.1.7 Attitudes towards Daily Behavior of KMI Gontor Teachers
	Subject 1 said; Beliefs about the consequences of a behavior determined the attitudes towards behavior. As KMI Gontor teachers, each of them must 100% believe that what they are assigned is part of the educational process. KMI Gontor teachers must use...
	“for KMI Gontor teacher there is no word “no” if they are assigned directly from their senior teachers or from Kyai directly to them. Language is Our Crown. So, we have to use good English every were. I believed that CLT is already existed in KMI Gont...
	Meanwhile, subject 3 also said that if they were given a task, it was an obligation that had to be done for them. Seniority still applies as a form of respect for elders. Other evidence that CLT has been used is the use of English in all daily activit...
	“Each teacher holds their respective roles and duties. They can complement each other. The value has thought so far are the spirit to act as one family in cottage. They will help each other if they get difficulties in it. Gontor like a big family that...
	Related with subject 3, Instilling the value of discipline and language discipline in KMI Gontor greatly influences toward the attitude of the KMI Gontor teachers. All teachers did the activity in full action all of them must use English in communicat...
	“...al ma’hadu la yanamu abadan, The pesantren doesn't sleep forever. This motto is known well by whole teachers and students here. They all moved. There is no idle hours. Maybe that's an expression of the busyness of activities at KMI Gontor. All act...
	The attitude towards the daily behavior of the KMI Gontor teachers is reflected in the education in everyday life at Pondok Gontor as part of their daily lives. It is an attitude that is believed to be part of all educational processes. As the kyai al...
	1.1.8 Subjective norms, Ethics and the collective beliefs of KMI Gontor teachers
	“...Every resident in the Pesantren should be an example for others and also for himself. They have to speak in two international languages. Moral values are guarded in such a strong and solid manner. All KMI students and teachers believe that what ...
	Language is very important in the KMI Gontor education system. KMI Gontor believe that by applying language every day will build language itself in each KMI Gontor students and teacher. In line with subject 4, the subject 5 said that blessing in knowl...
	Belief that ethics in the teaching process is very important. All educational processes require respect for their teachers. This is the difference between pesantren education and other education. Islamic boarding schools applied ethics above knowledge...
	In line with it, The subjective norm that exists in KMI Gontor teachers is the perception of each KMI Gontor teacher of the expectations from their senior teachers or Kyai who are very influential in their lives (significant others). It's all about wh...
	Creating students to be good students requires many aspects, but the most important thing is the ethics and the spirit of the teacher themselves. Students get many thing from their teachers.
	1.1.9 Perceive Behavior Control by KMI Gontor Teachers
	Subject 4 said that  The daily activities carried out in Pondok Gontor are important tasks. It used english in communitation. It is also part of the education process. Doing activities with the guidance of senior teachers is easy. Every delegation of ...
	Related with subject 4, subject 3 commented KMI Gontor teachers doing activities in accordance with the assignments given to them. Every teacher will have confidence by being given task provisioning first.
	In line with subject 3 above, The whole acivities at KMI Gontor becomes education for KMI gontor Teachers. They can learn from many aspect there. Students must respect their teachers before they get their right to be loved, tought and respected. Likew...
	“every teacher must be able to control their language. We have to use good English. That is why teachers at KMI Gontor are chosen people. In the context of gontor, CLT acts not only as a language of communication but also a maturation of attitudes and...
	From the explanation of subject 5 above, there is an interesting thing that becomes the material for language reporting for communication, 'a good preparation'. CLT in gontor context shows that the teacher's perception becomes easy to apply English as...
	1.1.10 Division of Tasks for KMI Gontor Teachers
	KMI Gontor teachers believed that there is an important part in to success CLT in gontor context, its called 'division of tasks'. The division of tasks is carried out to maximize the use of English for each student and teacher in an orderly manner. Ev...
	Meeting hall became unforgatable place. Each KMI Gontor felt many experiences in that place. Mental and character education are two identical types of education at KMI Gontor. All kinds of assignments will have an impact on KMI Gontor teachers. Educat...
	“All activities are education process. Teachers and students will get assignments according to their level. All of these activities are an important part of the educational process at KMI Gontor. We believe There are many things they can get from doin...
	In line with subject 3, as mentioned subject 5 said that the role of each student and teacher makes the activities at KMI Gontor run orderly and smoothly. The educational system is running well. He really believe taht this cannot be achieved without a...
	2. CLT Implementation at KMI Gontor
	In this section described the Implementation of CLT at KMI Gontor. Here describes activities that supported the implementation of CLT in KMI Gontor.These activities have long been running at KMI Gontor.
	Therefore, Focus on language learning, each Studentsin Gontor will be conditioned as if they were in Saudi for 2 weeks using Arabic and seemed to be in London for 2 weeks using English.(Subject 2) This is done so that students continue to use internat...
	...Every Gontor students must be dare to speak Arabic and English. Various activities carried out also use English. Scout activities, sports activities, art activities, etc. Studentsmust use English to communicate.To support students' courage in speak...
	2.2 Using English inside and outside the classroom
	Some of the interviews noted that foreign language activities in both Arabic and English are carried out in the classroom and in out the classroom.Language learning in the classroom activity uses English as well. The use of language in class lessons d...
	“Many curricular activities carried out in the KMI Gontor such as; daily worship, Extensive Learning (learning tutorials), book study, foreign language development, speech,  book publishing, seminars, etc.), Practice and Guidance, teaching, learning e...
	Meanwhile,various kinds of activities in KMI are managed by students themselves as subject 3 explained above. Therefore,KMI Gontor need teachers who are smart, creative and agile.Subject 1 said that KMI teachers are the chosen teachers. They have abil...
	24 Hours Students study at KMIGontor.The obligation to use a foreign language (Arabic and English) every day makes students accustomed to speak the foreign language. Subject 1 also added;
	“Students stay in the boarding school environment will easily communicate using English. They are conditioned by the assistance of strict cottage language regulations.Both inside and outside class the Students are confronted with foreign language comm...
	In another interview, subject 4 mentioned, The obligation to use English in learning interactions applies to teachers and students. having English skills will make it easy for students to communicate in the daily live.
	“English is one of the languages taught in the classroom. To learn English students must have type books. these books must be sought after by students such as reading books, grammar and conversations. The obligation to use English in learning intera...
	Based on the interview to other subjects; Subject 5 also saidthe same opinion about the making dicipline in English. In addition, Subject 5 explained thatRegulations will support students to be usual in foreign language.The regulation will make easy E...
	“Studentswho living and studying in one dormitory is one of the strengths to make it easier to apply international languages at one time. Regulations will support foreign language be applicated. It also can be applied at this boarding school. A numb...
	KMI Gontor requiredKMI students to use Arabic and English. There is a division of time using the language as explained below.
	2.3 Language Week (al-usbu 'al-‘Arabywa al-usbu' al-Injilizy)
	2.4 Central of Language Improvement (CLI)
	2.5 Language Advisory Council (LAC)
	2.6 Language Court (LC) (Mahkamah Lughah)
	2.7 Giving New Vocabulary (Ilqou Al-mufrodat)
	2.8 Peer Conversation
	2.9 Practicing Speech (Muhadlarah)
	2.10 Public Speaking Contest (PSC)
	Based on CLT, the focus of language education is ability to communicate in the target language. CLT also focuses on the teacher being a facilitator. Furthermore, Subject 4 explianed the approach is works on developing sound oral/verbal skills before t...
	“KMI Gontor Public Speaking Contest (PSC) is a prestigious speech contest between classes. The agenda heldfor grade 1 to grade 4 KMI Gontor. It is held twice a year. The first PSC activity was held in Indonesian. And the second one uses Arabic and Eng...
	DISCUSSION
	Based  on  the  research  findings,  the  researcher  discussed  the  finding  of research. The  discussion contains English teachers’s belief about CLT at KMI Gontor and it implementation at KMI gontor. In  the  discussion  section,  the researcher  ...
	A. Teachers’ Belief of CLT at KMI Gontor
	Belief is a kind of subjective and self experience-based knowledge. (Pehkonen and Pietila, 2003), belief is defined as a confidence in something. (Primmer, Justin, 2018). Based on the research of interview, it was found that the teachers’ belief about...
	Connection with this matter, Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) is an approach (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). The CLT purpose of using language is communication and therefore its basic purpose is for students to develop communicative competence. To ta...
	Thus, based on interview, Communication using English in Pondok Gontor like the CLT approach has been applied together so far. It is very useful, makes it easy for students to communicate using English as an international language. This is very differ...
	Furthermore, CLT activities at KMI gontor are student-centered. KMI gontor teachers only act as a facilitator. It is in line with the explanation about classroom activities should be largely learner-centred (Walia, 2012). Many activities carried out b...
	Although it is not called as CLT. It is Pondok Gontor own policy to use the same criteria as this approach in Gontor. So, all teachers use a teaching approach that correlates with the Gontor syllabus. To suport it, Pondok Gontor has its own English ha...
	Based on interview in research findings, In the CLT approach, every students at KMI Gontor have same opportunity to be able to understand the meaning of language in communication. For new students, they will learn like babies, gathering lots of vocabu...
	Besides teaching and supervising students in learning language, KMI Gontor teacher did many things. The teachers at KMI Gontor are unique. Some teachers stated that besides being a teacher, KMI Gontor teachers were also assigned to manage other activi...
	Furthermore, Every KMI students who has high enthusiasm will have a great opportunity to speak English well. CLT is a learning approach that leads to understanding the speaker's language. If some researchers in other places conclude that teachers and ...
	Students communicate using spoken language more optimally here at KMI Gontor. KMI Gontor Students can communicate languages from their memorization. But this is not accompanied by their ability in grammar. So students will understand what the speake...
	In interview, Some teachers said that adopting CLT into the classroom teaching and learning requires several things such as facilities, technology as well as qualified teachers and active students. KMI gontor had all those things. On the other word, t...
	The KMI Gontor  teachers also stated that the Pondok Gontor Syllabus Teaching Guide  clearly has an influence on the application of CLT in the gontor context.  It had adopted in classroom and day life learning. There were several models of language ex...
	Meanwhile, in improving the quality of language activities students must speak English anywhere and with anyone. Although Student learning styles are different, communicative teaching methods that run 24 hours can be effectively applied one hundred pe...
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	Based on the interview and observation, Teachers' belief that CLT existed in KMI Gontor. Teachers’ belief of CLT in KMI Gontor blended into a culture and realized as daily activity. It becomes an inseparable part of English in daily communication as l...
	Figure. 5.1 Theory of Planned Behavior
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	In line with explanation above, from data of interview had recorded about English  teachers’ belief of CLT at KMI Gontor. Teachers’ soul at KMI Gontor became the spirit of KMI Gontor teachers which underlies their sincerity in teaching English. KMI Go...
	1. The Teachers' Soul of KMI Gontor
	In line with the CLT spirit in KMI Pondok Gontor, the spirit of the KMI Gontor teacher's soul (ruh al-mudarris) was important. It was part of Religious Norm Belief. Islamic religion has thought Norm Belief. A teacher was required to be an inclusive, c...
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